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2. Bulgarian Anti-Corruption Reforms:
a Lost Decade?
ALEXANDER STOYANOV, RUSLAN STEFANOV AND
BORYANA VELCHEVA

Why are Bulgarians protesting in the streets against corruption and voting out
government after government despite so many reforms inspired by the EU? This chapter
argues that corruption is a key element to understand the Bulgarian governance regime,
i.e. the way political and administrative power are acquired, used, structured, delegated
and reproduced. Currently the governance regime of Bulgaria can best be described as
having moved gradually from patrimonialism towards open access order, but most of
its features are still in the competitive particularism stage when various power factions
compete for spoils (Mungiu-Pipiddi et al. 2011). Bulgarian governance has progressed
since 1998 in particular as related to administrative (petty) corruption, but it is has
not yet evolved into an open access order.
The dynamics of corruption victimisation as measured by Center for the Study of
Democracy, leads to the conclusion that the main change occurred in the beginning of the
2000s, which resulted in the lowest levels of administrative corruption reached in 2004.
These were two times lower than in 1998. Since 2004 change has become more gradual
and uneven with some regress immediately after the country’s EU accession (CSD 2013a).
It seems probable that the country will continue to experience decreasing levels of
administrative corruption. However, overcoming higher-level, political corruption is
unlikely to happen in the foreseeable future. It will require action on the part of the judiciary
and further external pressure coming from the EU (European Commission 2014).
The main trends in governance regime transformation in Bulgaria can be traced by
the reaction of politicians from the respective incumbent governments to the rising
tide of corruption surveys and reports after 1997. Following EU accession in 2007, the
anti-corruption drive weakened and even reversed, widening the implementation gap
between existing regulations and actual results. This clashed with rising expectations
for more transparency and universalism on the part of civil society and the EC,
culminating in financial sanctions from the EC (EU funds for Bulgaria were suspended
in 2008) and blocking of the country’s further EU integration (e.g. Bulgaria has not
been allowed to become a member of the border free Schengen area, or the Eurozone),
as well as in citizen street protests in 2013-14.
In its latest report on Bulgaria under the Cooperation and Verification Mechanism
the European Commission notes, that ‘overall progress has been not yet sufficient and
fragile’ (European Commission 2014, p. 9). It can thus be concluded that according
to the EC in the 15 years after it began EU accession talks with Bulgaria in 1999 the
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country has not made sufficient progress to become a full-fledged EU member. Most
international indicators confirm the EC’s findings on Bulgaria in relation to good
governance and corruption. According to the Worldwide Governance Indicators
(Kaufman, Kraay and Mastruzzi 2013) Bulgaria made good progress in the Control of
Corruption dimension in the period 1996–2003 but then stagnated in what might
seem a lost decade (Figure 1).
Transparency International’s Corruption Perception Index (CPI) reveals a similar
dynamic with Bulgarian’s perception of corruption improving between 1998 and 2002,
then stagnating for four years, only to worsen after the country’s EU accession, reaching
its lowest value in 20111. The Global Integrity Report (2010) showed that Bulgaria
faced a large implementation gap in relation to its anti-corruption legislation.
Figure 1. Bulgaria’s percentile rank (p-rank) in the control of corruption dimension
of the Worldwide Governance Indicators (1996 – 2012).

Note: P-Rank denotes Bulgaria’s percentile rank among all countries (ranges from 0 (lowest) to 100 (highest) rank). The
error-bars mark the upper and lower bound of the of 90% confidence interval for governance, in percentile rank terms
Source: Kaufman, Kraay and Mastruzzi 2013.

1. Mechanisms of transformation
There have been many factors at play, shaping the current state of the governance
regime in Bulgaria, which can be clustered in two groups. On the one hand - the
downside, public services in Bulgaria have been chronically underfunded, corruption
and informality have been largely accepted as a norm of social behaviour, power was
concentrated in the hands of a very limited number of communist era apparatchiks,
1
Transparency International changed the methodology of calculating the country CPI scores in 2012, which
rendered comparisons to previous years impossible, but Bulgaria remained ranked in the 70th percentile, showing no real progress in anti-corruption.
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which became the godfathers of Bulgarian democracy and market economy, and the
country’s formal institutions for identifying, prosecuting and punishing corrupt
behaviour have been weak and unprepared for acting in a globalised economy and
liberalised political system. On the other hand – the upside, Bulgaria has become a
member of the EU, which has been monitoring the country’s progress in the area of
anti-corruption and judicial reform, modern technologies and formal institutions
introduced through the country’s EU membership have created and gradually increased
demand for accountability and rule of law.
A substantial corruption generation factor (still not acknowledged by most policy
makers) is the lack of balance of interests in the construction of many important social
systems. For example, although health care and the pension system are in principle
fund based, the individual contributions to the system are not linked to the services
provided. Reports show that more than 1 million Bulgarians (out of a population of
7.3 million) do not pay health insurance (Pashev 2007). Pensions received are more
dependent on political decisions than individual contributions; hence there is an inbuilt
interest to bypass income declaration legislation and receive ‘grey incomes’. The policies
employed to deal with these corruption generators (higher sanctions and more
administrative control2) generate even more corruption (Nonchev et al. 2011).
Political response to corruption in Bulgaria has been specific and reflects the
structured link between the business sector, the judiciary and the political class. All
parties have been collecting information about abuses of those in power. However, this
has not been used to initiate prosecution, forced resignations, etc., but as a ‘background
tool’ to threaten the opponent and to use in political negotiations. This ‘omerta’ explains
why practically no (with very few minor exceptions) high-level members of the ruling
elite (past and current) have been accused and/or sentenced on corruption charges. In
recent years it has become quite common to accuse the previous members of the
executive of abuse of power, start prosecution and then drop all charges (due to lack of
enough evidence). Bulgarian politicians have routinely responded to external pressure
to deliver results in fighting corruption by focusing on low-level administrative
corruption in the form of bribery. As a result, there has been a gradual increase in the
number of convicted individuals for bribery, at the expense of convictions for more
complex corruption crimes such as abuse of office (or malfeasance).
1.1 Power distribution

Although there is increasing political competition, power remains concentrated in
party political leaders, with strong influence from business interests, which has led to
recurring conflicts of interest, loss of popular trust in institutions and parties, and the
emergence and disappearing of many political players. Since the democratic changes
in the country in 1989 and the first free elections in the most recent history of the
2

The most common policy construction ‘mantra’ is that more government agencies, more control and higher
sanctions will effectively counter anti-systemic and corruption behavior. This is closely linked to the perception that all deviations exist because of missing legislation and lack of government control.
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country in 1990, two phases of power distribution can be differentiated. The first phase
(1990-2001) was characterized by the polarized battle between the numerous newly
formed opposition parties, united in the Union of Democratic Forces (UDF), and the
transformed Bulgarian Communist Party, which changed its name to the Bulgarian
Socialist Party (BSP). The third big party, which emerged during the first stage of
political transition, was the Movement for Rights and Freedoms (MRF), a closed,
leader-centred party, representing mainly the ethnic Turks. During this period, BSP
and UDF took turns in the control of legislative and executive power. But in effect the
former communist party remained largely in control until 1997, successfully transforming their political into economic power.
The financial meltdown of 1996-97 gave the opposition UDF an absolute majority
in power (both president and prime-minister) with a very strong mandate for reform.
Under heavy conditionality imposed by the International Monetary Fund, the country
went through a fire privatisation and painful public service reform. Privatisation created
huge rent-seeking opportunities and was perceived by experts and the general public
as a corruption-infested process, from which only politically connected people benefited.
This resulted in strong disappointment and the ousting of the UDF government in
2001. The second phase of the transition period (2001–present) has been characterized
by strategic and macroeconomic stability along with the emergence and decline of many
parties and party opportunism.
The continuing disappointment of the Bulgarian voters with the political establishment and its inability to deal decisively with corruption led to the gradual decline of
trust in the political system as evidenced by the decreasing voter turnout in general
elections (Figure 2) and the frequent emergence and decline of new political projects
and the emergence of many parties.
Figure 2. Voter turnout at national elections in Bulgaria (1991 – 2013).

Source: Eurostat, Central Election Commission (CEC).
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1.2. Consolidation of political and economic power

Falling voter turnout and the existence of parliamentary elections has benefited parties
with stable electorates, such as MRF and BSP, and has made possible the emergence of
political - business joint ventures of oligarchs and political engineers. These have also been
lured by the sizable increase in state subsidies for political parties in 2009. At the last
parliamentary elections only 4 out of the participating 36 parties and coalitions in the
parliamentary elections made it past the electoral threshold of 4% of the votes, leaving a
large number of voters unrepresented in the Bulgarian parliament (Table 1).
The system of party financing was introduced in the early 2000s to counter a rising
tide of business money entering the political system during the previous decade. This
phenomenon, known as ‘political investment’ is related to the figure of ‘business
politicians’ described by della Porta, Rizzorno and Donaldson (1996). It developed as
the most widespread type of political corruption in the country in the past two decades.
In return, politicians helped ‘political investors’ privatize the big state-owned enterprises,
thus building the future structure of large business in Bulgaria. Political investors sought
access to the rising pot of resources at the disposal of the Bulgarian government, including
to EU funds after the country’s accession in 2007. However, ‘political investment’ grew
more costly and thus accessible only to bigger entrepreneurs and fewer political figures.
The role of the political elite and the public administration in the process increased (CSD
2009, pp. 46-54). This trend has been strengthened by the economic stagnation in
Bulgaria since 2008.
Table 1. Number of political parties participating in parliamentary elections 1991-2013.

General Election Year
1991

1994

1997

2001

2005

2009

2013

Total number of PP and
coalitions participating in
the elections

39

47

36

37

22

18

36

PP* receiving state subsidy
but not elected for Parliament (i.e. received more
than 1% of the votes)

4

1

1

0

2

2

6

PP and coalitions elected for
Parliament (i.e. received 4%
or more of the votes)

3

5

5

4

7

6

4

17,9

12,8

16,7

10,8

40,9

44,4

27,8

% of PP and coalitions,
participating in the elections, which received state
subsidies

* Note: Coalitions which received more than 1% but were not elected for Parliament are not eligible for state subsidy
Source: Central Election Commission (CEC), Bulgarian National Audit Office, CSD.
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Due to big networks of ‘political investors’ the ‘political weight’ of a given politician
became dependent not only on the political success of his or her own party, but also
on their access to the largest number of entrepreneurs and networks of political
investors. Parties with stable political representation (core voters) such as BSP, and in
particular MRF, became more valuable as guarantors of business interests in successive
parliaments. The former leader of MRF Ahmed Dogan provided a description of this
ideology of networks of investors just before the parliamentary elections in 2005. He
used the term ‘loops of companies’ to describe the fact that each political party has a
network of economic groups and companies that support it financially. He also noted
that no businessperson in Bulgaria has succeeded without support from political leaders.
The MRF leader was then videotaped again in a public speech before the 2009 elections
noting that ministers and MPs are mere figureheads and that he ‘distributes the portions
of power’ himself (Angarev 2009).
1.3. Levels of corruption and the political establishment

The Corruption Monitoring System (CMS) developed and used by CSD since 1998
is the longest available national instrument for measuring the prevalence of corruption
in Bulgaria through constructing indexes based on population and business surveys
(CSD 2007). In the period between 1998 and 2013, the CMS has registered several
phases in the participation of the citizens in corruption transactions which could be
directly linked to the political cycle (Figure 4).
The first low levels of corruption were registered in 2003-04. After a rise (2005-08)
new lows have been registered during the term of the CEDB government, which
managed to reduce corruption pressure on the population and the business by
introducing repressive, law-enforcement measures on the state administration and
frequent tax inspections for businesses. The effects of the crisis, which lowered available
resources for corrupt transactions, reinforced these measures. The reduction in the share
of people participating in corruption has come from a decline in the pressure exerted
by the public administration on the citizens.
While the active solicitation of bribes by the administration has declined, the system
has remained open for corruption offers from the citizens (CSD 2013a). The share of
people involved in corruption has rebounded in 2012-13 on the back of more people
initiating the corruption exchange. Hence, it seems that the data suggests that a
combination of more strict enforcement of integrity rules in the public administration
coupled with fewer opportunities for contact between the citizens and the administration
can produce lasting reduction in corruption involvement. The willingness of the people
to actively engage in corruption though seems to suggest that bribe giving might have
become part of the culture of communication with some parts of the public
administration. The juxtaposition of the data on the level of administrative corruption
in the country with the data on the control of the power reveals that unitary governments,
i.e. formed by one party can lead to greater reduction in the incidence of corruption.
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Figure 3. Share of the adult population who gave a bribe at least once in the last year
(% of population, 18 years and older) (1999-2013).

*Note: Data for the mandates of each government is colour-coded.
Source: CMS, CSD.
Figure 4. Share of those of the adult population who contacted the public administration
who gave bribes: after pressure (i.e. on demanded from the public administration),
and without pressure (i.e. no demand from the public administration) (1999 – 2013).

*Note: Data for the mandates of each government is colour-coded.
Source: CMS, CSD.
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1.4. The roots of weak state autonomy

The autonomy of the state from private interest is low. Despite the adoption of many
legal requirements for separating public from private interest, in many cases the state is
captured by interest groups due to weak enforcement of rules. Changes in laws often serve
particular private interests. The deep connections between state power and private interest
have developed historically as a result of two processes in the beginning of the 1990’s: the
dismantling of the one party system, and the de-politicization of the security (including
army) apparatus. These processes provoked hard political battles and continue to influence
modern-day politics. Members of the former establishment continue to influence power
distribution. They have created competing powerful networks, which have become
independent from party and hence state, control and oversight. Often political battles
revolve around competing interests and fights for control over these networks.
Bulgaria, like other Eastern European countries, and unlike old member-states is
characterised by a very pervasive reach of organised crime into the formal institutions
of power. This has been particularly true for the judiciary and law enforcement (Gounev
and Bezlov 2012). The first ever Serious and Organised Crime Threat Assessment done
for Bulgaria has revealed that as of 2011 organised crime in the country controls as
much as €1.8 of revenues from the 12 of the most significant organised crime market
(CSD 2012, p. 5). The assessment notes that a particularly dangerous form of organised
crime -oligarchy has emerged from the fusion of violent organised crime and white
collar crime when with the help of political corruption powerful economic conglomerates
have been formed, which then feed on exploiting public resources through corruption
and crime. These groups try to preserve their power through corrupting law enforcement,
and in particular security forces and the judiciary, while incumbent politicians have
tried to limit their influence through sporadic pressure through the state compliance
and control bodies and/or through legislative action. The 2012 summary report of the
EC under the CVM on Bulgaria’s progress in the fight against corruption and organised
crime during the period 2007-12 stated that the independence of the judiciary in
Bulgaria remained questionable, that there were systemic failures in law enforcement
and efforts to fight corruption were inhibited by the lack of independent anti-corruption
institutions (European Commission 2012).
1.5. Every government appoints its own administration

Although the Act on Civil Servants (ACS), introduced in 1999, differentiates between
political and professional appointments, and the courts have strengthened the
independence of the public administration, a wide range of administrative positions
and the local authorities are dependent on the central government. Higher-ranking
administration of the most key institutions changes with each new government. This
includes for example the directors of all local police departments, the management of
key government agencies, such as Customs, the National Revenue Agency, the
institutions of financial control, key positions in the health care and pension system
(such as the director of the National Health Insurance Fund, the National Social
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Security Institute), the building control agency, etc. For example, in 2013, the new
Minister of Environment and Water changed the directors of all regional environmental
inspection offices, the directors of the three national parks in Bulgaria and the directors
of the four regional offices for water control - all of them at once (Nikolaeva 2013).
The regularity of changes in all these administrative positions has allowed for the
politicians in power to appoint loyal people to key positions without competitive
selection, and to satisfy friendly business interests. The short and insecure terms of the
administration have stalled the professionalization of the public administration allowing
more private sector influence on public policy-making.
1.6. Lack of transparency in economic policies and public spending

Despite continuing improvements during the past decade, in particular after EU
entry, policy-making in the country remains opaque. The link between identified socioeconomic problems on the one hand, and strategy development, policy-making, budgeting
and implementation, on the other hand, remains weak. EU driven national reform and
convergence programmes’ policy development have infused some clarity but it rarely
translates into consistent policy-implementation. A particular case in point heavily
affecting public spending, the flow of sizeable state resources to the private sector, and
the country’s economic environment have been policies and decisions on building new
generation capacities in the energy sector. Despite the existence of a flat trend in electricity
consumption accompanied by tripling of the country’s GDP between 2001 and 2012,
and despite the unrealized potential of energy efficiency gains in one of the most energy
intensive economies in the EU, in the 2006-12 period, Bulgaria allowed the installation
of a total of 1,563 MW of new renewable energy capacities, on top of the started project
on building a 2,000 MW new nuclear power plant, the building of numerous new water
power plants, and the decision to start planning the building of a new 1,000 MW reactor
on the site of the existing nuclear power plant (Stefanov et al. 2011).
According to the Open Budget Index 2012, Bulgaria, with a score of 65, enjoys significant budget transparency and ranks 20th among 93 countries. Bulgaria has consistently
improved its scores since 2006 when it joined the ranking but it has only managed to
jump from the category of some to the category of substantial budget transparency in
2012 (IBP 2013). Since 1998 the Bulgarian government publishes monthly, quarterly
and annual information on the state of implementation of the consolidated state
budget, and of the government debt. However, governments have failed to report on
the final actual implementation of the budget.
Although the Bulgarian government has pledged the introduction of programme budget
management since 2001, it remains non-binding for the administration. For example, in
2013, the new government announced that the state budget needs to be revised only a
month after taking office and without sound argumentation. The government requested
and was granted by Parliament the emission of an additional debt of BGN3 1 billion without
providing policy rationale for the spending of the newly requested resources. The budget
3

BGN or Bulgarian lev. At the current exchange rate, BGN 1 = EUR 0.51
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revision was rushed through parliament for less than a week, although it required two
readings in the standing committees and two readings on the parliament floor.
1.7. Public procurement as a tool to provide for private interests in the government

Public services in Bulgaria are chronically underfunded, which makes the availability
and quality of public goods and services poor. As such, resources are fairly centralised.
The national government has strong discretionary power to distribute public goods and
services to local authorities. While budget transparency provides enough data to follow
up on allocations this can only happen post-factum. The national audit office has the
authority to reveal waste of public resources, which it has done throughout the years
but does not have any powers to prosecute.
The bad practices in public procurement in Bulgaria are so numerous that businesses
and the general public persistently hold the belief that bids cannot be won without
bribery and/or political protection. The most typical violation is the introduction of
special requirements, which limit the possible candidates to one or maximum two
(usually related) companies, one of which is the preferred winner. In order to prevent
bad practices, in 2012 an electronic system of 6 components – register, bidding,
catalogue, tender, monitoring and audit – was proposed. However, in its first report
on the electronic system the Centre for Prevention and Countering Corruption and
Organized Crime (CPCCOC) states that additional measures should be taken with
regard to the normative framework, the organization and the methodology of public
procurement (CPCCOC 2013, p. 22).
The volume of the government public procurement budget has declined considerably
since the crisis began (Figure 5), limiting the opportunity for politicians and the public
administration to satisfy the whole demand for public procurement, which has resulted
in several very public scandals between competitors with mutual accusations of corruption
practices. Some evidence from the past though has suggested that whilst growing in value,
the public procurement market is shrinking in terms of number of participants, which
is an indication of the concentration of public resources channelled to private operators,
and might be an indication of a corrupt way of distributing public resources. In 2003,
the share of companies, which have participated in public tenders was more than 40%
of the total, while some 5 years later it dropped to 10% (CSD 2009).
The energy sector and healthcare are the two biggest public procurers in the country
with the most opaque practices. Approximately 40% of all procedures for the awarding
of public procurement contracts in the energy sector for 2012 were non-competitive,
encompassing the various negotiated procedures with or without the publication of a
contract notice under the 2004 Act of Public Procurement (APP). If the contracts
awarded without any public procurement procedure are added to this number, it
becomes apparent that avoiding market competition is the rule rather than the exception
in the energy sector (Stefanov et al. 2011).
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Figure 5. Volume of public procurement contracts as a share
of all governmental expenditure (2007-2012).

Source: National Statistical Institute.

Despite the availability of many oversight institutions in public procurement the
number of public procurement deals with violations of the law uncovered by the Public
Financial Inspection Agency (PFIA) remain very high (Table 2). Although PFIA
provides data on inspections and violations annually, there is no consistency between
the meaning and the presentation of the data. As a result, both data collection and data
comparison are difficult. The capacity of the Agency to tackle problematic public
procurement increases, but its deterrence and prevention effects are very limited and
violations continue to be wide spread. One reason is the constant political interference
in the work of the agency in particular on bigger public procurement contracts. Hence
the agency tends to focus on smaller public procurement deals, which have limited
downside risks for the public exchequer.
Table 2. Concluded public procurement contracts per year (volume), (2007-2012).
Year

Total volume of the concluded
PP contracts (million BGN)

Volume of the inspected PP
contracts (million BGN)

Volume of the PP contracts with
discovered violations (million BGN)

2012

5,970

2,044

1,488

2011

5,779

1,459

1,060

2010

3,904

2,203

1,191

2009

10,254

1,084

660

2008

7,432

636

306

2007

5,141

1, 031

601

Source: PPA Annual Reports; PFIA Annual Reports 2013.
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1.8. Separation private – public

The weak division between private and public could be traced back to the widespread
perception that state property belongs to nobody (instead of belonging to everybody).
Various cases of power abuse at various levels, in particular as relates to perks such as
office cars, security, and housing have revealed that Bulgarian politicians have very little
understanding for the private-public separation.
The attempts to create an appropriate legal basis for the separation of private and
public interests started several years before Bulgaria’s accession to the EU in 2007, as a
part of the legal harmonization with the EU body of law. The result is the Conflict of
Interest Prevention and Ascertainment Act (CIPAA) from 2009, which defines in legal
terms the situations in which public office holders may have private interests preventing
them from fulfilling their duties impartially. The application of the new rules has taken
a long time, as citizens, politicians and administration do not have the understanding
of disclosing potential conflicts of interest and addressing the issue. So far there has
been one recorded case, in which an MP has disclosed a conflict of interest while voting
for a proposed law. Officials often have a private business, so in order to ensure the
formal separation from their private interests they transfer their business to relatives.
1.9. Relation formal/informal institutions

There is very high degree of informality in the Bulgarian economy and the public
sector institutions. Each government since 1998 has been known for different informal
circles of powerful friends, which have influenced its decisions without being part of
the formal institutions. Key political leaders have shown clear disrespect for formal
institutions, e.g. by not appearing in Parliament although being members.
The Bulgarian economy is characterised by a high degree of informality, which dates
back to central planning when all private sector activity was prohibited. Tax evasion
continues to be widespread. According to CSD’s Hidden Economy Index, hidden
economy has decreased steadily since 2002 but remains very high. Informal labour and
tax relations are largely socially accepted in the country (CSD 2013b, p. 9). In 2012,
9 % of the employed in Bulgaria reported paying social security contributions at the
minimal threshold legally required for their profession although the sum of their
remuneration was higher. Another 13 % reported paying social security contributions
on the sum stated in their contract, although the total sum of their remuneration was
higher. According to different sources the size of the hidden economy is estimated at
10-35 % of GDP (Nonchev et al. 2011).
1.10. Accountability and rule of law
While transparency has increased steadily in Bulgaria in the past decade,
accountability and the rule of law remain low. This is evidenced also by the continuous
implementation of a specific mechanism by the EC to monitor the country’s progress
on rule of law and the reform of the judiciary. The structure of the Bulgarian judiciary
does not allow public oversight and accountability. In cases of malpractice, the other
36

branches of power cannot intervene and/or at least provide checks and balances. It has
only been since Bulgaria’s EU accession in 2007 that the EC pressed for the introduction
of more reporting requirements for the judiciary. The EC has turned the spotlight on
the Supreme Judicial Council as the body responsible for ensuring a more effective
functioning of the judiciary. However, change is slow as also evidenced by the rising
number of complaints and won trials against Bulgaria before the European Court of
Justice. While resignations among high-level administrators, their prosecution and
court trials against politicians and oligarchs have become more frequent in recent years,
the sentences are rare, and their enforcement - even rarer. Public investigations have
often been started more as a way to compromise a political opponent than as a tool for
achieving justice.

2. Results beyond the empirical assessment: areas of policy change
The lessons learnt from the Bulgarian country case study confirm the findings that
corruption is a multi-dimensional phenomenon, which is difficult to target through
policy instruments. It demonstrates that there are many factors at play, which influence
the governance regime and corrupt behaviour, and that changes are unlikely to occur
in a revolutionary fashion.
The case study suggests that moving governance from its current state to the
borderline might be more difficult and require a longer time-span and more intensive
efforts. Areas of change that would both benefit anti-corruption and further societal
change include the following policy areas:
2.1. E-government

Adoption of EU government and legislation standards has introduced new challenges
to the administration and the operation of the government. Failure to adequately cope
with this includes creating huge amounts of administrative turnover without the matching
capacity of the administration to handle a different and increasing document turnover.
For quite a long time it has been argued that implementation of e-government would in
large part be highly beneficial for a multitude of reasons: simplification of administrative
procedures in all areas, better and more efficient control, lower discretionary power for
officials, higher transparency at all levels of government, etc. Efforts aimed at structuring
this policy have been slowed down both by lack of administrative capacity and, more
importantly, by the countering interest of the administration. This is why government
since the mid-2000s have promised rapid results but have only been able to deliver great
expenses and bad functioning elements of e-government subsystems.
2.2. Law enforcement reform

This is an element of governance that has been at the centre of public and political
attention for years and yet an area of marginal progress. Key targets of reforms should
be ensuring real effective independence of the judiciary, ensuring proper forms of
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accountability that would not limit but enforce independence and achieving higher
levels of efficiency in the operation of the system. Currently the formal independence
of the system seems to block reforms efforts; this is further reinforced by real forms of
political dependence that fosters stability and lack of interest to change the status quo.
According to many experts a more radical change is necessary and this would include
changes in the Bulgarian Constitution.
2.3. Health and pension system reform

Both systems are currently heavily dependent on administrative and political
decisions. The interests of clients (services) are not matched with contributions; as a
result revenues are far behind expenses and only budget transfers keep the systems
functioning and elementary subsistence level. This gives the political class leverage in
times of elections and does not permit a sustainable development based on endogenous
factors. Both systems (in view of people who do not contribute in full or on regular
basis) tend to generate substantial amounts of ‘grey’ behaviour. In this respect, in
addition to other aspects, reforms should aim at matching contributions and benefits
and limit discretionary power of officials and the political class.
2.4. Anti-monopoly legislation

The interconnections between political power and the business sector have resulted
in pieces of legislation which provide comparative advantages to specific business
interests. Such cases have been especially difficult to deal with as these linkages generate
resources for even greater state capture. In this respect the resource necessary (and in
shortage) is political will.
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